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Cowley Bridge Junction – Part 1: The real signal box 
By Alan Johnston 

 

Some of you may have wondered why the site of the preserved Romsey Signal Box, a “dyed-in-the-wool” 

Southern location, would have a display simulating Cowley Bridge Junction, a location on the Great 

Western main line at Exeter?  Of course, this location was also used by the Southern Railway/Region and 

its predecessors, being the start of the large network of lines that latterly became known as the 

“Withered Arm” due to many closures and cutbacks over the years. 

This series of articles will, I hope, not only answer that question but will also give some of the history of 

the real Cowley Bridge Junction, as well as that of the original and current simulators, as well as some of 

my own memories of visits to the real box and my involvement in the simulator project. 

So, let’s start with a short history of the location.  Cowley Bridge Junction is located to the north of Exeter 

St. Davids station and Exeter Riverside Yard.  It is the junction for the line to Barnstaple, operated now 

under the name “The Tarka Line” after Henry Williamson’s book “Tarka the Otter” set along the Rivers 

Taw and Torridge.  The main line running approximately north/south was originally constructed to the 

broad gauge as part of Brunel’s Bristol & Exeter Railway, the section into Exeter being the last to be built 

and opened in 1844.  Prior to construction the B&ER directors had arranged for the GWR to operate the 

line and in 1876 it was fully amalgamated with the GWR. 

A principal reason for the B&ER construction was to try and prevent expansion of the GWR’s rival the 

London and South Western Railway.  At that time the LSWR operated to Southampton but wished to push 

further westward to Exeter and beyond, this being a major cause of what became known as the “Gauge 

Wars” – the LSWR was a standard gauge line (called somewhat pejoratively “Narrow Gauge” by Brunel.)  

Although the GWR operated the B&ER and both had Brunel as their engineers, the GWR wished to 

promote its own schemes to stop the advance to Exeter of the LSWR.  Having even offered to buy the 

B&ER, an offer that was declined, the GWR continued to promote its own plans for a line to Exeter.  Their 

proposed “Exeter Great Western” would have run from Yeovil via Crewkerne and Axminster to Exeter.  

Not unnaturally the B&ER allied itself with the LSWR in opposing this with the result that Brunel felt his 

position as engineer of the B&ER was compromised, so he resigned that position in favour of Charles 

Gregory in 1846. 

The LSWR reached Exeter in 1860 after a struggle to gain approval and finances.  Their station in Exeter is 

the current Exeter Central but was originally named Queen Street, located approximately one mile from 

and at right angles to the B&ER and at a considerably higher level. 
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In the meantime, a line had been built from the junction at Cowley Bridge to Crediton, this being the 

Exeter & Crediton Railway.  Allied to the B&ER it was built to the broad gauge and leased to that 

company, opening in 1851.  However, the E&CR chairman, William Chapman, was also chairman of the 

LSWR.  So having reached Exeter the LSWR saw the way to expand westwards; they owned 60% of the 

E&CR shares, the B&ER the remaining 40%.  The LSWR leased the E&CR from 1862.  To get their trains 

through Exeter the LSWR built a line from Queen Street to St. Davids, down a formidably steep and 

curved bank, also being granted running powers from there to Cowley Bridge and so to the line to 

Crediton.  It was necessary to lay a third rail between St. Davids and Crediton to allow both standard and 

broad gauge trains to run. 

Subsequently the lines further westward from Crediton were developed into an extensive system to 

Barnstaple, Ilfracombe, Plymouth, Bude, Padstow and Bodmin.  So came about the phenomenon of trains 

to Plymouth passing Cowley Bridge Junction and running through St. David’s station in opposite 

directions!  This was captured in a famous photograph, a framed copy of which was on the wall in Cowley 

Bridge, called “Two Ways to Plymouth.” (see below). 

The first signal box at Cowley Bridge Junction is shown below and clearly shows the mixed gauge track 

arrangements.  It was opened around 1871 and the layout was a straightforward double junction.  Close 

study of the picture shows rodding to pointwork and a style of lower quadrant semaphore signal that 

would be the basis of GWR/BR(WR) signalling right through to the present day. Presumably any signalling 

at the location before this signal box would have not been interlocked and would have had “disc and 

crossbar” signals, worked by a “policeman” as one of his many duties. 

 

‘Two Ways to Plymouth’ displayed in Cowley 

Bridge Junction. 

 

The first signal box at Cowley Bridge Junction, 

note the mixed gauge trackwork 

(broadgauge.co.uk) 

The signal box that replaced the 1871 box was the one that, with many alterations over the years in size 

and layout, would last until introduction of colour light signalling controlled from the Exeter panel box in 

1985.  It opened in 1894 with a 16 lever frame and the layout remained a double junction but with a 

trailing crossover in the main lines introduced in 1896.  The layout as at 1910 is shown below. When 

opened the box worked to Stoke Canon Junction and Exeter East on the main lines and to an LSWR signal 

box called Cowley Bridge.  The LSWR box closed in 1916 at which time Cowley Bridge Junction received a 

new frame of 20 levers and started working to Newton St. Cyres.  A ground frame to work a crossover at 
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the location of the LSWR box was in use from 1916 to 1928, when the crossover itself was taken out of 

use.  On the new frame at Cowley Bridge Junction new signals were provided – a starting signal on the 

LSWR Down line and an outer home on the Up, together with a disc signal reading from the Up Main to 

the Down Main.  Spring catch points were provided on the Down LSWR line and a track circuit was also 

provided in rear of the LSWR inner home signal.  By 1919 a track circuit was provided in rear of the Down 

Main starting signal and by 1924 a block switch had been installed allowing Cowley Bridge Junction to be 

switched out at quieter times. 

 

The diagram below shows the layout around 1930.  By this time the numbering of the frame included a 

lever ‘0’ for the Down Main distant signal, an outer home on the Down Main with a track circuit in rear 

had been provided as had Up and Down detonators (not shown on the diagram.)  The Up Main and Down 

Branch distants were now 130 yards further out and under the Exeter East section signal. 

 

The big change to the box came during the Second World War.  With the great increase in traffic, 

especially freight, during the conflict, the facilities around Exeter were expanded and Cowley Bridge 

Junction saw the installation of a Down Goods Loop and became an entry and exit point to and from 
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Riverside Yard.  To accommodate this, the signal box was extended to accommodate a new frame of 44 

levers that would see it through to its final closure.  The new diagram is shown below. 

 

The work to install the new layout took place from August 1942 to October 1943.  The extra brickwork to 

extend the signal box was always noticeable at the north end of the structure as was the nameplate on 

the front of the box being offset.  A good view of this is below. 

 

The different brickwork at the right-hand end and the offset nameplate. 

The layout shown in the 1943 diagram is very similar to the one used by FoRSB for the simulator display 

which is based on 1960; signals 1 and 4 were by that time colour light replacements for the semaphores.  

A slight “poetic license” has also been taken on the simulator – the track circuit in the Down Goods Loop 

runs its entire length and there are track circuits in rear of signals 32/31 and 28/27.  This is so that the 

position of trains that are being controlled by the signal box can more clearly be seen by the operator and 

members of the public watching the display.  

Completing the story of the real box, by 1974 Newton St. Cyres signal box had closed and Cowley Bridge 

Junction worked to Crediton.  The double junction had been replaced with a single lead and new 
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crossover on the main lines and a motor-worked point on the branch providing the double to single track 

connection.   There was now a route from the branch straight into Riverside Yard by traversing the Up 

Main line for a short distance in the Down direction.  To avoid drivers of trains approaching on the Down 

Main thinking there was a conflicting movement, moves off the branch like this were prohibited during 

the hours of darkness. 

Although in later years this replacement of double junctions to eliminate diamond crossings became 

something of a “fad” throughout the country, in this case there was more to the change and for that we 

must turn to relating about the serious flooding of Exeter, starting with the events of October 1960. 

From as far back as the 13th century Exeter has been prone to flooding.  During October 1960 the River 

Exe broke its banks because of the intense rainfall that month – more than 380mm of rain fell in the River 

Exe’s catchment area with 60mm alone on the night of 26th October.  During the next day the water 

flooded through St. Thomas towards Alphington.  Over 1,000 properties were damaged; some homes 

were flooded to two metres deep.  Exeter had barely recovered from this onslaught when 80mm of rain 

fell on 3rd December causing more damage to over 1,200 properties.  The next picture shows the extent 

of the flooding at Cowley Bridge Junction.  Something had to be done to protect Exeter from future floods 

and so in 1965 work started on a flood relief scheme, an £8 million project that would take 12 years to 

complete.  Of three relief channels that were built, the first was near Cowley Bridge and the double line 

bridge over the Exe was replaced with a new one that was built for a single line only.  Later when the 

entire line to Crediton was singled the bridge over the River Creedy was also rebuilt to a single line one.  

Sadly although this work mitigated the floods it was not to be the last time pictures of Exeter under water 

were to appear on the national news: November 2012 and December 2019 saw disruption at Cowley 

Bridge.  In May 2020 Network Rail installed a flood barrier at Cowley Bridge Junction as part of a £26.5 

million scheme to reduce what was becoming regular disruption to train services.

 

Cowley Bridge Junction under flood water in 

1960. 

 

Plus ça change……  Cowley Bridge floods again in 

the Winter of 2012 (Network Rail Media Centre). 

Final changes to Cowley Bridge Junction were conversion of the branch from double line to single, with 

working by key token replacing absolute block.  Luckily the layout of the branch line junction meant token 

issue and receipt was possible by leaning out the box window so the signalman could keep dry when it 

was foul weather!  Hot axle box detection equipment was installed on the main lines and the monitoring 

equipment for this was located on a table to the left of the blockshelf.  Latterly this was switched to be 
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monitored in Exeter Middle box when Cowley Bridge switched out.  Approach locking in connection with 

the motor points was introduced in 1977*.   

With the plans for multiple aspect signalling (MAS) and a new entrance-exit (NX) panel signal box 

scheduled for Exeter, the writing was on the wall and Cowley Bridge Junction closed for the last time on 

30th March 1985.  The three regular signalmen all attended the box for this and witnessed as Norman 

Bartlett signed the last train register, a sad moment for them and those of us who knew the box and the 

signalmen.  That last register is now in possession of the FoRSB and scans of those final entries are shown 

below. 

 

 

I came to know Cowley Bridge Junction as one of the committee members of the Exeter West Group.  The 

Group had been formed by a number of signalmen from the Severn Valley Railway who previously had 

exhibited displays of signalling equipment at various fundraising events on the SVR.  With the large 

number of closures of mechanical signal boxes and introduction of multiple aspect colour lights controlled 

from large panel signal boxes, the Group looked to preserve a large mechanical signal box and restore it 

to working order for the enjoyment and education of the public, who would never otherwise have been 

able to witness what went on in such a box.  Several small boxes had been preserved of course as well as 

the ones on preserved lines, but the idea of saving a large (i.e. more than 100 lever) box had not arisen.   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

*Approach locking is applied where there are motor worked points, to reduce the chances of these being damaged 
by being “run through” or causing a train derailment.  The signalling system uses track circuit occupation to know 
where a train is located as it approaches a signal that has been cleared for a route over the motor points.  In normal 
working the train passes the signal at clear and then occupies the track circuit through the points.  Even if the signal 
is then replaced immediately and the mechanical locking on the points lever is released, the track circuit occupation 
prevents the points being moved.  However, if the signalman replaces the signal before the train reaches it, say 
because he wishes to change the route, the approach locking will, if it knows the driver of the train will have seen 
the signal at clear, initiate a timer of usually two minutes duration.  During this timing interval the motor points 
lever is locked and this gives enough time for the train to have obeyed the signal and come to a stand before the 
points can be moved. 
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The selection of Exeter West box happened because it fitted a number of criteria – it was 131 levers, it 

was Great Western in origin and therefore of appeal to a large portion of the railway enthusiast 

fraternity, it was of sectional wooden construction and would therefore be relatively easy to disassemble 

and transport compared to a brick box and it controlled an interesting layout with special working to 

adjacent boxes. 

As a signalman on the SVR myself and having a degree in Electronics and Electrical Engineering, I 

volunteered my services to look after the electrical side of the project.  So at the point in the project 

where negotiations with British Rail were proceeding, trips to Exeter became both necessary and highly 

enjoyable.  Usually the then Chairmen of the Group, Peter Jordan, and I would arrange to have a few days 

based in Exeter, with trips to signal boxes and places of interest further afield.  In this way we got to know 

a number of signalmen and many were pleased to hear of the Group’s scheme. When it became obvious 

to them that we were familiar with signal box operation, they were more than happy to let us do their 

work!  Of many signalmen, many sadly no longer with us, the one we “clicked” with most was Mike 

Hayman at Cowley Bridge Junction.   So whenever it was possible we would pay Mike a visit.  Typically if 

Mike was on late turn we would have a day out at various locations, then have fish and chips from the 

excellent “chippie” across from St. Davids station and then walk out to Cowley Bridge for a few hours with 

Mike.  Sometimes a lunch at the Cowley Bridge Inn opposite the box would be followed with an enjoyable 

afternoon bashing the levers and ringing the bells. 

Those in the know were aware of Cowley 

Bridge’s reputation as a box where a warm 

welcome was virtually guaranteed, with the 

result that others took the opportunity of 

helping the signalman out.  One day when 

Peter and I were in W. H. Smiths in Exeter we 

spotted a very appropriate item and having 

purchased it we presented it to Mike 

Hayman on our next visit and it took pride of 

place on the signal box notice board.  This 

card read “The world is full of willing people, 

some willing to work and others willing to let 

them.”  This picture shows this card circled in 

white! 

This also shows the cosy corner of the box 

with the comfy chair next to the telephones 

so the signalman could enjoy a relaxed 

“natter” with colleagues on the “omnibus” 

phone during quieter spells.  

One of the duties of the Cowley Bridge 

signalman was to ring the train announcer at 

St. Davids to keep him/her advised of arrivals 

from that side of the station.  Exeter West box performed the same function for trains arriving from their 
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end of the station.  The announcer most often on duty when Mike was working was Larry and it became 

something of a catchphrase for Mike to ring Larry when the train from Barnstaple was due and advise 

“That’s the Barney, Lar”.  For many years after Peter and I used this as our greeting when telephoning 

each other. 

Cowley Bridge being the north-end exit from Riverside Yard meant that freight trains departing from 

there had to be fitted into the other services to avoid delay to the faster HST-based passenger trains.  

One day Mike was training another signalman when Riverside Yard rang up to say a freight train was 

ready to leave.  “Will I let him out?” asked the trainee.  “Is there anything else due?” asked Mike.  “No, all 

gone.” said the trainee.  The trainee then set the road, offered the freight to Stoke Canon and pulled the 

signals.  The freight was just pulling out when the bell from Exeter Middle rang “Call Attention”.  The 

trainee answered and was offered a “four beats” – express passenger.  “Oh dear” (or words to that effect) 

says the trainee, “I forgot about the York.”.  Red faces all round and a delay to the York until the freight 

could “get clear inside” a loop to let the HST pass. 

One evening I was in Cowley Bridge with another visitor who was taking a turn on the frame.  A train had 

gone towards Stoke Canon on the Up line and, as soon as Train Out of Section had been sent to Exeter 

Middle for it, Middle had offered a parcels train and put it on line almost immediately it was accepted.  

Obviously this train could not be offered forward until the previous one cleared Stoke Canon.  Now the 

track circuit on the Up Main reading to the home signal bracket was quite a long one, over 1,000 yards, as 

with the closure of Exeter East it covered from Exeter Middle.  This track circuit lit up.  The procedure 

when you can’t clear all the signals into the next section is to bring the train forward signal to signal by 

only clearing each one as the train approaches near to it so the driver understands the line is not clear 

throughout.  This is the old “Rule 39A”.  Unfortunately, the chap working the frame forgot the length of 

the track circuit and cleared the home signal number 42 earlier than it should have been.  Mike noticed 

this and commented “Woah, that’s a bit soon!”  The driver of the train not unreasonably assumed that 

the road was now clear and applied power, the train came under the bridge at a fair lick at which point 

the driver saw the section signal at danger and had to make a full brake application.  Quite a bit of 

banging and crashing followed as the brakes took hold, but there was no great danger as the line starts to 

climb from outside the box and the train stopped at the starter OK.  Just then Train Out of Section was 

received from Stoke so the parcels was offered, accepted and the starter pulled before the driver could 

climb down and phone the box to complain! 

When Cowley Bridge closed Mike went to City Basin box at the other side of Exeter and we were still able 

to visit him there, but it was not the same.  The location at Cowley Bridge had been delightful, in better 

weather with the windows open you had the water running at the back of the box with its soothing 

sound, a good variety of trains to play with and if sustenance was needed the venerable Cowley Bridge 

Inn across the road.  Mention must be made of this hostelry which has appeared in so many train pictures 

over the years, many with the then landlord Gilbert’s yellow Volvo estate parked in the car park in front 

of the building.  The food was always excellent and you had a view of the box and the trains.  The only 

slight nuisance was the place was sometimes overrun by students from Exeter University, many of whom 

seemed to be down from the “yuppier” parts of London.  I still recall overhearing one conversation in best 

“OK, yah” accent where one student decried another because “he’s such a poser.”.  
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Before moving on to describing my involvement in the Cowley Bridge display for FoRSB, here are a few 

pictures from Cowley Bridge Junction that I took at various times. 

Alan Johnston returns in the next edition of The Signal with Cowley Bridge Junction - Part 2: The miniature 

signal box. Meanwhile, readers are invited to enjoy these pictures which capture the character of this 

iconic location. 

 

 

Cowley Bridge Junction – Mike Hayman’s oft-photographed bicycle at the foot of the box steps. 

 

 

The view from the road overbridge looking North. 
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The rear of the box with the Cowley Bridge Inn and landlord Gilbert’s Volvo in evidence. 

 

 

Mike Hayman collects the token from the driver of a short freight train from the branch.   

Note the Down Main signals are clear so this freight must be signalled into Riverside Yard. 
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An interior view showing the 44 lever GW 5 bar 

VT frame. 

 

Looking from the other end.  Hot axle box detectors 

at the left-hand side.

 

 

The lights in the box shine out on a cold Winter’s night, inviting you into the warmth. 
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The (considerably younger and slimmer than now!) author and Signalman Mike Hayman in Cowley Bridge 

Junction.   I have the lever cloth over my shoulder to show “I’m in charge!” 

 


